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About This Game

今日から一緒に日本語を勉強しましょう！

Disclaimer: All in game characters are 18 years old or older.

Welcome to Tokyo most prestigious school for young foreign students: Koto Gakuen.

Enter your first year at Koto Gakuen and discover Japanese language through easy to learn lessons and compelling mini games.
Meet new friends and unveil their story and maybe find love through your adventures.

Love Language Japanese is the very first Visual Novel/Dating Simulator offering a learning experience to start your journey in
the world of Japanese language.

Created to help you bootstrap your Japanese language learning ability, Love Language is a fun way to start your studying
adventure!
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Love Language Japanese is a smart blend between a Visual Novel/Dating Sim and an E-learning experience. Through 90 in-
game days learn Japanese every weekday morning and use your free time to roam the map in search of new adventure, new

friends and perhaps new love.

In Love Language you will go through a full trimester program at Koto Gakuen, a prestigious language school for foreign
students in Tokyo. During these 90 days it will be your choices that will define where and with who you end up.

Your new life in Japan awaits you! Everything is going your way and the most prestigious Japanese school for young foreigners
open its door to you...That is until they uncover your little deception. Live a full adventure of discovery, learning, love and face

many challenges to become a true student of Koto Gakuen.

Meet Helen, Sarah, Miyuki, Professor Saito, Dean Oyama and many other characters. Discover their life, their goals, their
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passions and fears and maybe find love with one of them. Every day of your adventure chose who you will spend time with and
who you will give your heart to!

Discover and learn Japanese through more than 50 lessons and tests. love Language Japanese was created to help you bootstrap
your Japanese learning ability and give you a great base to go further! Read, listen, understand the meanings and test yourself all

through the game with bit sized lessons.
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Title: Love Language Japanese
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Publisher:
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The I LIED rocket launcher is pretty good AT if you know how to fire it so that it hit the top\/back of the cyborg tank.. its
worth! trees are awesome!. 8/10 great horror game. perfect for social events. not a perfect ten because graphics could be better,
and the game lacks a good narrative.. i like the gear but do i need to start a new game if i all ready be the jungle
. I'm a square man who fell off of the world and has a lot of trouble turning. I gave an eye some blobs of nose goo and he gave
me a woman and a beard.
I was actually starting to become happy with my life things were going well and I was improving myself as a person and now I
really just want to die. Thanks Laraan.
10/10. Do you want to be a gay pirate? Do you want to be a non-binary pirate? Do you want to be a superhero pirate who helps
others? Do you want to make deals with the villains and possibly become corrupted as a result?

If so, buy this game. You won't regret it.. . . . . . . . .. Might look like a good game but it sucks u have horrible controls,horrible
graphics,and horrible guns {only 4 guns}!Dont get this game!. Did not think i would like this.Only bought it to suport Love in
Space,so they can get to work on Sunrider(cough cough).
But dang was I wrong.After finnishing Mariya rute,like who doent love a jaded drunk for a Mc lol,I had to do the other stories.
I found myself actualy caring about the girls and what happened to them.Over all it was a good VN.The only down side i thought
was that you only had one choice in the stories.Other than that I enjoyed it.
I would love to see some side story DLC in the future.
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This is just as absurd as it looks. However is also has that "simplicity works" style of gameplay. It's the good side of simple, old
school gaming.

I guess you could kind of consider this to be a dog-fighting game except under water and in the future.. I liked it a lot, very nice
inception-like puzzle game, but a little short (that's the only 'negative' point)... hope the developer will be creating a sequal
within the not too distance future, well I'm in!. I love all the luxor games, but especially this one since it has a cool upgrade
system, a nice little campaign and just generally the fun, addicting gameplay one would expect from a luxor game. Would
reccomend to anyone who loves puzzle games or other luxor games! :). Probably the closest thing to spray painting without
getting criminal charges.. Nice interactive story with quality soundtrack and pleasing visuals. The game element is minimal and
the puzzles consist mostly in doing something or not doing it and in exploring the surroundings. Beware, even if you get the end
titles very early in the game, as I did, you can continue playing and get multiple endings depending on your actions. Very well
made.. ALL the problems with the first ToW have NOT been addressed.

You are still not in full control of your own troops, and are at the full mercy of the disgusting spaasticated AI to handle your
troops, either that or you constantly have to micromanage every single inch of their behaviour. ToW2 would really be served
better by being turned based IMO.
The supplied campaigns and scenarios are still just stupid beyond ALL words.
The enemy AI is also still just as spaastic, and the same lazy,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor programmer trick of
adding brutal ammounts of profane AI cheating to compensate still applies.
This time, unlike in ToW 1, you cannot even access the unit data files and change them as you wish - this became VITAL in
ToW 1 in making your own "cheats" which was the only way to complete some of it's scenarios! The miserable party-pooping
po-faced bastards at 1C have even taken that little bit of fun from us!

At least the very useful, quick and easy to use mission generator is still with us. You will find this is the only place in ToW 2:A
where you will get a fair scenario from it!

The scope of the game, both geographical and chronological, restricts the number of units to play with. Even so, even with that
excuse considered, this game is UNFORGIVABLY lacking, eg the British only have ONE actual British built medium tank, the
"Valentine III". Even the famed "queen of the desert", the Matilda II is not included.
Even with the Italians added by the Centauro DLC, there still is not much.

The only improvement is that the old IL2 Sturmovik engine has been dropped, replaced by another that offers much better
looking scenery.

It is clear 1C Company put little effort into this game. Very little. In fact it's
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665con IMO. There are DLCs alone for other games that have MORE content
than this "full title" PLUS it's DLC!

Avoid at all costs.. Lost my patience with this one eventually. It was a present from a friend, so I decided to really give it a
go....It's awful. Clunky, slow and it takes ages to do anything like turn and move. The cars are a chore to drive, especially in that
mission that gives you 42 seconds to drive somewhere....It's NOT enough time, seriously I managed to GET ON THE
MARKER a few times but no, unlike in the past where it booted me to the mission, it arbitrarily expects me to GET OUT of the
car now? Honestly the driving segments are trash....take those away you are left with a Loaded\/Hotline Miami knock off...not
worth it at all, if not for the money but for the goddamn time you spend.

It is nowhere NEAR on par with the games it tries to be like, GTA, Hotline Miami, Loaded, Take No Prisoners and so on. (And
even those games could be a bit crap.)
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